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Teachers’ Standard 1 & 7 – personal reflection

• Where are you now?

• What is/has been successful?

• What has supported your learning and development?

• When observing others, what good practice have you seen 

that has helped your development? 

• What would you like to get better at? What are your next 

steps? 



Discuss

1. Are the factors that contribute to positive behaviour innate 

or should habits and attitudes be taught?

2. Are all pupils equally capable of behaving successfully?



Learning outcomes:
To continue to develop a toolkit for effective behaviour management by 

focusing on:

• proactive and reactive approaches to effective behaviour management and the 

significance of consistency in implementation

• whole class and individual pupil behaviour

• the importance of understanding your pupils and reasons for types of behaviour

• learning behaviours and managing behaviour

• effective classroom management

• appropriate strategies when dealing with significant incidents of challenging 

behaviour including de-escalating strategies

• the necessity of having, and how to have, restorative conversations

To plan for effective behaviour management in your practice



Government legislation 
and guidance

Local authority 
frameworks

Monitor and evaluate effectiveness 
and continuity at each level

More direct involvement with pupils

Whole-
school policy

Classroom 
management

Individual strategies 
for coping with 

challenging behaviour







Please 
people

Try 
hard

Hurry 
up

Be 
perfect

Be 
strong

Kahlers (1975) Traits or drivers of behaviour



Behaviour is communication:



Maslow reminder……



Preventative relationships



They do not c___ what you k___ until 

they k___   y__   c___.



55%
Body Language

7%
Words

38%
Voice 

Control





Positive Behaviour Management



Why don’t students do what you want them to?

1. They don’t know what to do.

2. They don’t know how to do it.

3. They don’t know why they should do it.

4. They aren’t suited or matched to the task.

5. There isn’t any incentive or consequence.

6. There isn’t any relevant feedback.

7. They get more attention by not doing it.



‘You establish what you establish’

This refers to the establishment phase with 

a new class.

Right from the start anything you allow 

becomes established. 

Anything you challenge is established as 

unacceptable.



Norms

• Pupils look to each other for clues about what is desired 

behaviour

• Pupils will drift towards the norm

• Teachers must assert what the norms should be

• Use normative language

• Respond when norms are broken



• Rules, routines and expectations 

• Check you are being understood – communicate clearly – show 

them/tell them

• Communicating your authority through verbal and non-verbal 

behavior

• Using praise and correcting early 

• Positive language, body language and tone

• Scripted and practiced responses

• ‘Teacher radar’

• Choosing when to respond

Norms



Routines

• Systematic instruction is required to help pupils follow 

routines effectively

• They should be carefully and clearly taught

• Model and reinforce

For example:

• Entering the classroom

• Getting their attention

• Briefing/explaining

• Distributing equipment

• Moving bodies

• Checking for understanding



Is the learning pitched correctly? 





Creating a classroom management plan

• For different lessons, including seating

What will your planned classroom behaviour strategies be? 

• Preventative? Tactics to deter

• Reorientation? Responses to pupils who occasionally slip off task

• Reactive? Responses to more persistent off-task behaviour 





I can see……. statements



• Could you please wait your turn to speak?”

• “Daisy, you are in Year 4. The children in Year 1 follow the rules better than you. 

Why am I not surprised by your behaviour?”

• “Connor, we’ve talked about this so often. How many times do I have to remind 

you t keep your hands to yourself when walking in line?”

• “Come on everyone, I have asked three times for everyone to listen.”



What is an affective statement?
•An affective statement is ‘emotion based’.

•Affective Statements tell the listener, how the person feels, 

when they feel that way and why it makes them feel that way. 

•The beauty of affective statements is that they can be used in 

both positive and negative circumstances. 

•Instead of saying, "Thanks for sharing your ideas", we might 

say, "I am very happy that several people shared their ideas 

with the class."

It reinforces the idea that the emotion is not wrong but it is how 

we go about expressing that emotion and can be modelled in 

everyday school situations. 

It also links really nicely to a good behaviour management 

strategy: I can see…



Positive instructions

Thank you Directives

Please



Child Centred Plans



Consequences - sanctions

• Fit for purpose

• Not haphazard

• Reference the behaviour

• Start each day on a positive note

• A reminder that norms must be respected

• Certainty is more important than severity

• The deterrent affect of a sanctions is maximised in high trust 

environments 

• Sanctions should be fair

• Follow the school policy



Consequences - rewards

• Fit for purpose

• Not haphazard

• Reference the behaviour

• Combination of extrinsic (e.g. merits) and intrinsic (e.g. 

targeted praise)

• Follow the school policy





Government legislation 
and guidance

Local authority 
frameworks

Monitor and evaluate effectiveness 
and continuity at each level

More direct involvement with pupils

Whole-
school policy

Classroom 
management

Individual strategies 
for coping with 

challenging behaviour





Great relationships with your students 

that you have invested in.

Know their starting points and work is 

pitched correctly both for attainment and 

interest.

Boundaries and rules are clear and 

followed through consistently in your 

classroom.

Established routines (with visuals)

Organised classroom environment

Thought about your own behaviour…

So you’ve GOT…



Challenging Behaviour and Significant Incidents –

Managing Conflict and De-escalation Techniques

What does extreme / challenging 
behaviour look like to you?



Reactive

Early Warning Signs



Avoid being drawn in…
Avoid addressing unwanted behaviour while child is in state of 

heightened emotion.



1. Open well and do not start a dialogue with the child – “I’ve noticed you’ve had a problem starting this 

morning.” Physical approach – kneel down next to the child, pull a chair up or stand at the side of the 

classroom side by side with them – preferably have the child looking down at you

2. Refer to why you are there and a specific rule – “You know our rule about getting involved with the group. I 

can’t have you sitting outside of it, I need you to be involved.”

3. Sanction – at the second stage of a stepped consequence system – “I’m going to need to see you for five 

minutes after school today.” The pupil will more than likely protest at this stage. It’s important at this point to 

remind the child of previous good behaviour that you have ‘pegged’ in a positive note or other previous 

interaction. “Do you remember last Thursday, I gave you the note to take home? You had a brilliant week last 

week. You were kind, you brought in that extra research, your group work was great – that’s the behaviour I 

need to see now, that’s the behaviour I want to see from you. Thanks very much for listening.” Then you leave 

the situation. It’s almost impossible to argue with someone who is praising your previous good behaviour. 

Holding your nerve at this moment is the real heart of behaviour management. This is where you can model 

that emotionally resilient adult behaviour for the children. 

Listen to the podcast episode for lots more detail on how and why to use scripted intervention.

Scripted behaviour interventions Paul Dix – podcast 



Conflict Spiral

REACTIONS

FEELINGS

EXPERIENCES

BEHAVIOUR

Reactions are 
experiences feeding 
the CONFLICT spiral

negative thoughts and 
emotions drive 
behaviour

negative behaviour 
provoke negative 
reactions for 
others

result from incidents 
and perceptions



Making Safe
• Offer clear choices and state desired behaviour
• Make environment safe and move others away if necessary
• Discuss incident only once pupil is calm  and consider a change of face

Communication
• Be aware of your stance, posture, gestures, facial expression and Intonation
• Have a script, e.g. ‘talk and I will listen’, ‘I can see that you are unhappy’, etc
• Use humour if appropriate 

Awareness and Assessment
• Intervene early, only ignore as a specific strategy
• Refer to IEP targets and rewards
• Anticipate what might happen next

Listening
• Give take-up time and space, do not stand over expecting immediate response
• Offer choices, do not try to ‘win’ argument
• Provide a way out with dignity



De-escalation

Distractions Clear instruction

Motivators Reminders of success

Touch Negotiation

Calm reassurance Involve new person

Planned ignoring Diversion

Choices offered Humour

And take up time for any of the above! 



De-escalation strategies

 Take a deep breath and speak calmly

 Remove the audience “Let’s go to a place where we can talk more 

privately.”

 Take it seriously  “Tell me more about what happened.”

 Respond selectively – answer information seeking questions but ignore 

abusive questions

 Ask for the behaviour you want “I would like you to stop shouting.”

 Use distraction methods



De-escalation strategies
 Ensure your non-verbal communication is non threatening – no finger 

pointing, raised eyebrows, prolonged eye contact etc.

 Stand at an angle which is less threatening than directly facing them

 Do not invade personal space, avoid touching unless it is necessary

 Indicate that you want to resolve the situation but don’t make any 

promises you can’t keep

 Ignore challenges and comment only on the person’s behaviour  

“Thank you for coming back and talking to me.”



Toolkit at the ready



Restorative practices





1. What will this look like for you in your class 

next week?

2. What will you do to support your own 

development in the areas you identified as a 

personal focus at the start of the session?



Education Endowment Fund: Improving behaviour in schools https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-

behaviour-in-schools/

Pivotal Education: The Five Pillars Of Pivotal Practice

https://pivotaleducation.com/classroom-behaviour-management/resource-bank/

Pivotal Education: (podcast – Paul Dix) https://pivotaleducation.com/classroom-behaviour-management/resource-bank/pillar-4-scripting-difficult-
interventions/

When the Adults Change, Everything Changes: Seismic Shifts in School behaviour – Paul Dix

The behaviour Guru – Tom Bennett

Mindset – Carol Dweck

Learning to teach in the primary school – Cremin & Arthur

Getting the Buggers to Behave – Sue Cowley

The Calm Classroom: 50 Key Techniques for Better Behaviour – Sue Cowley

Jenny Moseley has a wide range of books which have great strategies for managing behaviour at a whole class and individual level. 

https://bit.ly/2E37exb -

DFE - Behaviour and discipline in schools 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/488034/Behaviour_and_Discipline_in_School

s_-_A_guide_for_headteachers_and_School_Staff.pdf

DFE - Getting the simple things right: Charlie Taylor’s behaviour checklists

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/571640/Getting_the_simple_things_right_Ch

arlie_Taylor_s_behaviour_checklists.pdf

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-behaviour-in-schools/
https://pivotaleducation.com/classroom-behaviour-management/resource-bank/
https://pivotaleducation.com/classroom-behaviour-management/resource-bank/pillar-4-scripting-difficult-interventions/
https://bit.ly/2E37exb
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/488034/Behaviour_and_Discipline_in_Schools_-_A_guide_for_headteachers_and_School_Staff.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/571640/Getting_the_simple_things_right_Charlie_Taylor_s_behaviour_checklists.pdf

